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BLUE HEAVEN 

iKABLE

Made in the USA

 

Whether through facilitating access to our music libraries, 
upgrading the caliber of sound or simply mobilizing a once 
stationary practice, the portable audio device has transformed 
the way in which we enjoy music. The convenience of these 
new technological advances has not easily swayed true 
audiophiles when it comes at the expense of quality. Thankfully, 
the new Blue Heaven LS iKable now makes it possible to enjoy 
hifi quality sound from your portable audio devices.

The new Blue Heaven LS iKable combines silver-plated, OFC solid 
core conductors with Nordost’s innovative precision FEP 
extrusion technology, greatly reducing dielectric properties in 
order to increase signal speeds and accuracy in signal transfer. 
The result is a detailed and dynamic reproduction of your digital 
music files that has previously been impossible to achieve at this 
price point. 

Nordost has built a reputation as a reliable and progressive 
company, always on the cutting edge, finding new solutions to 
improve the science of sound reproduction. Thanks to its 
philosophy of trickle-down technology, it is now possible to 
enjoy the benefits from years of research and development in 
Nordost’s reasonably priced, Leif products. 

The Blue Heaven LS iKable is the perfect solution for today’s 
modern hifi enthusiast. It is made specifically for auxiliary 
inputs in aftermarket radios, car and home audio stereos and 
is compatible with all portable audio devices. Whether 
applied in your car or home audio system, the elevated 
performance achieved from your portable devices will be 
exceptional.

•  4 x 24 AWG stranded silver-plated 99.9999% OFC conductors
•  Fully shielded braid
•  High performance, low dielectric FEP insulation

•  Gold plated, full metal jacket shell connectors available in:
•  Handcrafted in the USA

Bringing the world of hifi to your 

personal audio devices.

 
 
 
 

3.5mm stereo mini (Neutrik)           3.5mm stereo mini (Neutrik)
3.5mm stereo mini (Neutrik)           2x XLR (Neutrik)
3.5mm stereo mini (Neutrik)           2x RCA (Nordost MoonGlo)


